
Unusual Transit of Mars in Airy Sign Gemini 
from 17-9-2007 to 28-04-2008, total of 224 days 
 
Mars transit into Gemini, dual and Airy Sign will consume almost more 
224 days or 7 months and 11days. This unusual transit lastly occurred in 
Kumbam Aquarius in 3/6/2003 to 5-12-2003 which last only 185 days 
about 6 month and 2 days. This long duration of transit then appeared in 
fixed sign. Such long duration transit of Mars currently will occur in dual 
sign. 
 
Astrological discussion:- 

Transit Dates Transit Rasi 
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of days 

Libra 12/01/1999 23/08/1999 Cardinal Airy  223 
Kumbam 03/06/2003 5-12-2003 Fixed Airy 183  
Gemini 27-09-2007 28-04-2008 Dual Airy  224 
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• Mars will transit airy sign .dual, house his enemy. 
• Number of days transit in Gemini will be much longer than 

previous transit in Kumbam (224 days) 
• Both transit confined to one rasi only 
• Both transit of Mars in such long duration has experience change of 

rasi by Jupiter transit, both transit were later aspected by Jupiter 
from Simha(30/07/2003) and Dhanus( 27-11-2007). 

• Retrogression Mars occurred in Aquarius occurred at 16:13 Degree 
in Kumban Rasi in the constellation of Satabhisa -3rd Pada while the 
transit in Gemini the retrogression will occur at 18:28 in the 
constellation of Aridra 4th patham. Both Retrogression commenced 
in star ruled by Rahu 

• There seem some trigone phenomena every time Mars prolong 
transit, it happens every 4 years period. 

• House of Saturn & Venus & Mercury seems to be involved in these 
phenomena. 

• Mars will attained Uccha Navamsa three times. 



• Major part of Martian transit in Gemini will cover Constellation 
Aridra  

• Ingress of Mars in to Gemini will followed by ingress Sun in to 
Kanya within a day. 

• On the day Mars ingress in to Gemini, there will be beautiful 
graham mallika that will commence from Gemini to Scorpio. It is 
interesting to note that these houses are owned by Mercury and 
Mars respectively.  

• Retrogression of Mars will end almost at  cuspal degree in Gemini 
00:06 

 
 
Transit Of Mars 
No Date Star Navamsa 
 19-09-2007 Margasirsha-3 Thulam 
 23-09-2007  enters Margasirsha-4 Vrichagam 
 30-09-2007  enters Aridra-1 Thanus 
 08-10-2007  enters Aridra-2 Magaram* 
 17-10-2007  enters Aridra-3 Kumbam 
 29-10-2007  enters Aridra-4 Meenam 
 15-11-2007  Retrogression Aridra-4 Meenam 
 1-12-2007    Retrogression Aridra-3 Kumbam 
 12-12-2007  Retrogression Aridra-2 Magaram * 
 21-12-2007  Retrogression Aridra-1 Thanus 
 30-12-2007  Retrogression Margasirshma-4 Vrichagam 
 09-01-2008  Retrogression Margasirsham-3 Thulam 
 29-01-2008- 1-02-2008  Rujjvi Margashitrsham-3 Thulam 

  Direct Motion 02-02-2008     

 24-02-2008   Margasirsham-4 Vrichagam 
 06-03-2008 Aridra-1 Thanus 
 16-03-2008 Aridra-2 Magaram* 
 24-03-2008 Aridra-3 Kumbam 
 01-04-2008 Aridra-4 Meenam 
 08-04-2008 Punarpusam-1 Mesham 
 15-04-2008 Punarpusam-2 Rishbam 
 22-04-2008 Punarpusam-3 Mithunam 
 28-04-2008 Punarpusam-4 Katagam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Astrological implication & events 
 
Drekana implication. 
Mars retrogressions in the 2nd drekana of Mihthunam. The second 
drekana ruled by Venus. 
 
According to Samhita Skanda 
“A man in a garden wearing armor, holding a bow, intent on sport and 
with an aquiline face “  
The second decanate of Gemini is ruled by Venus.  
 
The Second Drekkana of Gemini represents a man, living in garden, well 
armored , with a bow, warlike, armed with weapons, face like that of a 
Bird and fond of play, children, ornamentation and wealth. This is a 
human decanate and and a Bird decanate. 
Since retrogression of Mars begins at the second drekana of Gemini, 
Martian influence will trigger the following events, Warlike situation will 
create more subversive elements such as militant activity increase ,there 
will more arial attacks using missals  like weapons, since bird drekana 
arises tendency using long range armaments are likely. Military leaders 
will take power into their hands, such as coup. Since it’s a bird drekana 
and destructive constellation arises at the time of retrogression, mass 
destruction of birds, avian creature is indicated. 
 
Aridra Star 
This constellation is rued by rudra, it depict destruction, and thunder & 
storm, violent winds will arise. Criminal activities will increase and aridra 
is a constellation Rahu which depicts thieves, extremist and demonic in 
nature may indicate subversive elements, as Gemini ruled higher 
grounds, aerial sign, tall building destruction in form fire and explosion 
may be expected.  
 
 
Double bodies sign /House of twins 
Peculiar Birth twins need medical attention, since Gemini is a signage 
dual in nature situation will put important international talks unfruitful 
outcome or pending results. Gemini is the sign of twins. Mars represent 
the co born. Gemini is known mythological as heroic deeds. Gemini the 
sign mercury and transit of Mars may indicate youth related sport events 
/ stadium; places were torments are held violent could be anticipated. 
 
Transit of Mars in Gemini; 
Positive aspect of Transit of Mars, receiving mutual aspect of Jupiter 
from Sagittarius from 23/11/2007 will bring good prospects to editors, 
journalist, writers and publisher, development in telecommunication and 
travel agencies including astrologers. Since decante of Libra rises at the 



time of retrogression of Mars in the star of Rahu (which is very famous 
for low class characters) such as adultery, cruelty, murder, gossip about 
films stars and scandal will once again come to surface.  
 
Doubled retrogression effect ( 43 days 19/12/2007 to 31/01/2008 
In mist of Mars in retrogression, Saturn will turn retrograde on 
19/12/2007 in Leo 14:35, which will further aggravated the global 
situation, however the aspect Jupiter will sober “ugra” of both malefic 
planets. 
 
Conclusion 
Prolong transit of  Mars in a mutable sign will definitely influence the 
weather, as airy sign involvement enhanced by retrogression of Mars in 
Star ruled by Rudra foretells some of destruction in violence and 
disturbed peace will not augur well good communications between 
nations and indecisive situation will prevail. Lilly goes on to say that 
mutable signs are inherently "unstable, and of no resolution, and 
mutable, perverted, wavering [...] inconstant."  
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Mars in Gemini 15/11/2007 (Date of Retrogression @04:33am IST) 
Courtesy Winstar software  

 


